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WATER STRESS EFFECTS, WATER MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS & IRRIGATION REQUIREMENTS FOR RICE 
IN SRI LANKA   

Rice (Orysa sativa L) is cultivated either as a rainfed or as a supplementary or fully irrigated crop. The 

system of rice cultivation mainly depends on the available rainfall and it's distribution. In general, 

except in semi arid areas where rice cultivation is marginal, average rainfall in rice growing areas of Sri 

Lanka can meet at least part of the water requirement for a rice crop during it cropping season. Thus in 

strict terms there is no fully irrigated rice cultivation in Sri Lanka. Rice is a semi aquatic plant and does 

not need standing water for a successful rice crop. However, uncertainty of water supply, either 

through irrigation or rain, and to reduce weed infestation rice is always cultivated as a crop with 

standing water. Response of the rice plant to water stress vary with its growth stage and other 

agronomic practices. Direct sown rice crop is less prone to drought than a transplanted crop. Highest 

water use is during the preparation of land, thus land preparation with minimum timing and maximum 

use of rain water at the correct time of the season is recommended.  

 
Effect of water deficit   
Stress has been define as "any environmental factor capable of inducing a potentially injurious strain in 

plants". Water is a major constituent of tissue, a reagent in chemical reaction, a solvent for and mode of 

translocation for metabolites and minerals within plant and is essential for cell enlargement through 

increasing turgor pressure. With the occurrence of water deficits many of the physiological processes 

associated with growth are affected and under severe deficits, death of plants may result. The effect of 

water stress may vary with the variety, degree and duration of water stress and the growth stage of the 

rice crop. Water requirement is low at the seedling stage. Unless there is severe water stress the effect 

during this stage could be recovered. Water stress during vegetative stage reduces plant height, tiller 

number and leaf area. However, the effect during this stage vary with the severity of stress and age of 

the crop. Long duration varieties cause less yield damage than short duration varieties as long 

vegetative period could help the plant to recover when water stress is relieved. Leaf expansion during 

vegetative stage in very sensitive to water stress. Cell enlargement requires turgor to extend the cell 

wall and a gradient in water potential to bring water into the enlarging cell. Thus water stress decreases 

leaf area which reduces the intercepted solar radiation. Rice leaves in general have a very high 

transpiration rate thus under high radiation levels rice plant may suffer due to mid day wilting. Rice 

plant can transpire its potential rate even when soil moisture was around field capacity. Therefore 

maintaining saturated water regime through the crop duration is best for saving water and increasing 

grain yield. However, if the weed pressure is high maintaining standing water until the closure of the 

canopy and then maintaining saturated soil conditions could increase water saving without reduction in 

yield. Soil cracking should be prevented to reduce percolation during subsequent irrigation. In general 

rice plant uses less than ٥% of the water absorbed through roots from the soil. The rest is lost through 

transpiration which helps to maintain leaf energy balance of the crop. Decrease leaf water potential 

closes stomata and decrease transpiration which in turn increase leaf temperature. Stomatal closure 

could be due to the accumulation of Abscisic acid which is a drought tolerant mechanism. Even though 

closure of stomates improve water use efficiency under water stress conditions this decreases carbon 

assimilation due to reduction in physical transfer of CO۲ molecule and increase leaf temperature 

reduces the biochemical processes. Decrease solubility of CO۲ may also reduce CO۲ assimilation. 

Translocation of assimilates may also decrease under desiccating conditions due to reduction is source 

and sink capacity and decrease water potential. There is a marked genotypic variation in rooting pattern 

in rice in response to water stress. Drought resistant varieties possess deep and thick roots in contrast to 

this and shallow roots. Thick roots in rice are positively correlated with xylem vessel area which are 

vital to the conductance of water from soil to the upper parts of the plant to meet the evaporative 

demand. It has also observed that water stress reduces the uptake of nutrients which could be due to the 

fact that most of the elements are absorbed via roots through passive diffusion. Direct seeded rices are 

more tolerant to water stress than transplanted rice which could be due to its superior root system. 

Increase N nutrition increases the susceptibility of the rice plant to water stress. Rice is most 

susceptible to water stress during reproductive stage. Water stress at or before PI reduces panicle 

number most, but all stresses regardless of crop stage or duration significantly reduce panicle number. 

Water stress after PI reduces the potential spikelet number. Water stress at heading reduces rate of 


